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Course Description

The 2015 State of the State Courts survey, conducted by the National Center for State Courts, found that only 41 
percent of respondents in the U.S. rated courts as good or excellent when asked “How would you rate the job 
being done by courts in (your state)?”

Recognizing that there are many different types of courts—some offering multiple court-related services; others 
part of a larger, integrated group of public service functions—the National Association for Court Management 
(NACM) and the American Institute of Architects’ Academy of Architecture for Justice (AIA-AAJ) recently 
collaborated to produce a new guide on developing user-friendly court structures. The 2016 guide,  encourages 
court planners and designers to think strategically about user priorities and “how accommodation of those may fit 
into the overall mission of the court.”  The guide focuses on the building, people, technology, and resources.  This 
presentation provides an overview of the information included in the ‘User Friendly Courts Guide’ published by the 
National Association of Court Managers, (NACM).
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Learning 
Objectives

1. Understand stress reducing 

strategies deployed in Court 

operations.

2. How the approach to 

courthouse design can relieve 

stress and provide a sense of 

security.

3. How technology can support 

reducing stress.

4. How all the above can begin to 

re-instill trust and confidence in 

the judicial system.
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The Building
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Presence in the Community
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Presence in the Community
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Presence in the Community
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Presence in the Community
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Presence in the Community
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Presence in the Community
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Approach and Entry
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Approach and Entry
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Discreet Security
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Clear Circulation and Wayfinding

20Typical Court Floor Diagram



Clear Circulation & Wayfinding



Clear Circulation & Wayfinding
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Clear Circulation and Wayfinding
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Clear Circulation and Wayfinding
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Clear Circulation and Wayfinding
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Clear Circulation and Wayfinding
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Supportive Waiting
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Supportive Waiting
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Supportive Waiting
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Supportive Waiting
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User Interface
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User Interface
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Jury Comfort and Function
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Supportive Workplace
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Supportive Workplace
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Supportive Workplace
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Supportive Workplace
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Break Areas
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Break Areas
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Courtrooms
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Courtrooms
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Courtrooms
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Courtrooms
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Judicial Chambers
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courthouse intangibles 

leveraging intangibles 
to create a user-friendly environment



courthouse intangibles

balance formal presence w/informal experience



courthouse intangibles

balance formal presence w/informal experience



courthouse intangibles

mitigate stress  -- connect to the community



courthouse intangibles

mitigate stress -- connect to the community



courthouse intangibles

mitigate stress -- provide open space



courthouse intangibles

mitigate stress -- a low contrast environment



courthouse intangibles

facilitate a sense of personal agency



courthouse intangibles

facilitate a sense of personal agency



courthouse intangibles

fit design to need



courthouse intangibles

fit design to need



courthouse intangibles

fit design to need



courthouse intangibles

create poetic points of contact -- public art



The Goal is to Create a  
“Both / And”

Solution
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The People
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External Users
Who are they and how can we 

effectively serve them? 60
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Self-Represented 
Litigants



Effective Communication
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Internal 
Stakeholders

Judges & Court 
Professionals
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Creating the 
Environment

For and With Internal 

Stakeholders
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Walk in your 
customers’ 

shoes
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Which services 

and functions can 

be made more 

convenient? 

For whom?



Great technology insulates your 
customers from process complexities
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Just help 

them make 

good choices!



caution
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Thoughts from the 
Guide...
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Wi-Fi is a given. 

Anything you can 

do to support 

productivity while 

people are at the 

court is viewed 

positively.



Thoughts from the 
Guide...
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Your website is 

only as good as 

it is easy to 

navigate. Take 

the time to test 

usability and 

monitor analytics.



Thoughts from the 
Guide...
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Expand access 

with fillable 

forms/filings, 

ODR options, 

etc. Statistics 

reflect much 

higher customer 

satisfaction.
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Discussion:

Building Internal 

Networks to 

Champion and 

Sustain Change
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